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VIP, whose receptor-mediated signalling may be defective in alopecia areata, provides protection from hair follicle immune privilege collapse
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1) What's already known about this topic?

- Alopecia areata (AA) pathogenesis involves the collapse of hair follicle (HF)-immune privilege (IP).
- Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is an immunoinhibitory neuropeptide released by perifollicular nerve fibers fundamental for immune homeostasis.

2) What does this study add?

- VIP receptors are expressed in human HFs
- AA hair bulbs present defects in VIP receptor expression but not in VIP+ nerve fibre density
- VIP administration prevents and partially restores experimentally induced HF-IP collapse
Summary:

**Background:** Alopecia areata (AA) is an autoimmune disorder whose pathogenesis involves the collapse of the relative immune privilege (IP) of the hair follicle (HF). Given that vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) is an immuno inhibitory neuropeptide released by perifollicular sensory nerve fibres, which plays a role in IP maintenance, it may modulate human HF-IP and thus therapeutically relevant for AA. **Objectives:** Do human HFs express VIP receptors, and does their stimulation protect from or restore experimentally induced HF-IP collapse? Is VIP signalling defective in AA HFs? **Methods:** First, VIP and VIP receptors (VPAC1, VPAC2) expression in human scalp HFs and AA skin was assessed. In HF organ culture, we then explored whether VIP treatment can restore and/or protect from interferon-γ-induced HF-IP collapse, assessing the expression of the key IP markers by quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry. **Results:** Here, we provide the first evidence that VIP receptors are expressed in the epithelium of healthy human HFs at the gene and protein level and that VIP receptor protein expression, but not VIP+ nerve fibres, is significantly down-regulated in lesional hair bulbs of AA patients, suggesting defects in VIP receptor-mediated signalling. Moreover, we show that VIP protects the HF from experimentally induced IP collapse *in vitro*, but does not fully restore it once collapsed. **Conclusions:** These pilot data suggest that insufficient VIP receptor-mediated signalling may contribute to impairing HF-IP in AA patients and that VIP is a promising candidate “HF-IP guardian” that may be therapeutically exploited to inhibit the progression of AA lesions.

**Introduction**

Collapse of the relative immune privilege (IP) of the hair follicle (HF), namely by interferon (IFN)γ, is recognized as a key element in the pathogenesis of the autoimmune hair loss disorder, alopecia areata (AA). Therefore, more efficient AA therapeutics need to be to identified that can prevent and, ideally, restore the IFNγ-induced IP collapse of human scalp HFs.
Using a previous established human HF organ culture assay for inducing IP collapse by IFN-γ, we had found that transforming-growth factor β1 (TGFβ1), insulin growth factor-1, FK506, and the immunoinhibitory neuropeptide α-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (α-MSH), can both prevent and restore HF-IP collapse, this had been assessed primarily by the down-regulation of ectopic and excessive expression of MHC class I and MHC class II by normally MHC class I- and II-negative compartments of the HF epithelium. Instead, calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP), another important immunoinhibitory neuropeptide, could only prevent and partially restore IP collapse in this assay. In contrast, substance P, a key neuropeptide involved in stress-induced neurogenic skin inflammation, strongly promotes HF-IP collapse in man and mice.

Therefore, we asked whether another key immunoinhibitory neuropeptide, vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) unfolds similar IP-protective properties as α-MSH and CGRP. This question was encouraged by the observation that VIP is known to operate as one of the key guardians of ocular IP, and that VIP is prominently stored and released by cutaneous sensory nerve fibres, also in human skin and around human HFs. Therefore, after reinvestigating the expression of VIP in perifollicular nerve fibres, we have explored if healthy human scalp HFs express VIP receptors (VPAC1, VPAC2), and compared the expression of VIP and its receptors with lesional HFs from patients with AA. In HF organ culture, we then explored whether VIP treatment can restore and/or protect from IFN-γ-induced HF-IP collapse, assessing the expression of the key IP markers, MHC class I, MHC class II, and β2-microglobulin, by quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry.

Materials and Methods

Human samples

For investigating VIP receptor expression, human lesional skin biopsies were obtained from 3 AA patients in acute or subacute disease phase after written patient consent and ethic committee approval from the University “La Sapienza” of Rome (n. 2973, 28-11-13). Additional lesional AA skin was obtained from archival paraffin blocks of 7 AA patients in acute or subacute disease phase and after ethics committee approval.
approvals (University of Luebeck, n. 13-007, 13-03-13 and University of Muenster, n. 2014-041-b-N, 22-01-14). As control, 10 clinically “healthy” frontotemporal human skin scalp specimens were obtained from women without a sign of AA undergoing cosmetic facelift surgery after ethics committee approvals (University of Luebeck, n. 06-109, 18-07-06 and University of Muenster, n. 2014-041-b-N, 22-01-14) and written patient consent.

For the analysis of VIP nerve fibers, human skin biopsies were obtained from 3 healthy donors and 2 AA patients in acute and chronic disease phase after written patient consent and ethics committee approval from the University of Muenster (n. 2015-602-f-S, 3-12-15).

As positive control tissues for immunohistology, anonymised human gastrointestinal tract tissue was obtained from the Dept. of Pathology, University of Luebeck, with ethics approval (University of Luebeck, n. 06-109, 20-01-2009 and University of Muenster, n. 2014-041-b-N, 22-01-14). All experiments were performed according to Helsinki guidelines.

**HF organ culture**

Normal human anagen VI scalp HFs were microdissected from 7 female healthy individuals having facelift surgery after written patient consent and ethics committee approval (University of Luebeck, n. 06-109, 18-07-06 and University of Muenster, n. 2014-041-b-N, 22-01-14) and organ-cultured as described.

After 24 hrs of incubation in supplemented William’s E medium, the HFs were organized in two different HF organ culture set-ups:

In the “protection assay” (PrA) design, HFs were first treated with $10^{-7}, 10^{-9}$ or $10^{-12}$M VIP (Bachem, Bubendorf, Switzerland) and 5 µM phosphoramidon (Sigma Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) for 2 days, followed by 5 days of incubation after 75 IU/mL IFN$_\gamma$ (Peprotech, Rocky Hill, NJ, USA) were added.

Instead, in the “restoration assay” (ReA) design, HFs were first treated with 75 IU/mL IFN$_\gamma$ for 5 days to induce HF-IP collapse. On day 3, $10^{-7}, 10^{-9}$ or $10^{-12}$M VIP and 5µM phosphoramidon were added.
For control purposes, HFs were exclusively cultured with only 10⁻⁷ M VIP, IFNγ, phosphoramidon or with culture medium (our vehicle) in the same period. The medium was exchanged regularly every other day.

After 5 (ReA) or 7 days (PrA) of organ culture, HFs were frozen in liquid nitrogen, stored at -80°C and 6 µm cryosections were prepared.

When no significant differences were seen between the 10⁻⁷ M VIP, and phosphoramidon-treated groups compared to the vehicle groups, the results of these groups were not incorporated in the graphs.

For testing if INFγ treatment modulates VPACs expression, after one night of incubation, microdissected HFs were cultured for 4 days, treated everyday with 75IU/ml of INFγ, fixed in 4% formalin and embedded in paraffin.

**Immunohistology**

For detecting nerve fibres, the tissue was fixed in 4%PFA for 6hrs, cryoprotected in 15% sucrose for 24 hrs and mounted in OCT. A rabbit anti-human VIP antibody (Abcam, ab8556, 1:50) and a rabbit anti-human pgp9.5 antibody (UltraClone, RA95101, 1:800) were used in 25µm thick sections for the single immunofluorescence for VIP and double immunofluorescence for PGP9.5 and VIP.

Indirect immunofluorescence staining for VPAC1 was performed on paraffin sections using FITC-tyramide amplification system and a rabbit anti-human VPAC1 antibody (Novus Biologicals, NBP1-89640, 1:200) as primary antibody.

Immunohistochemistry for VPAC2 was performed on paraffin sections using horseradish peroxidase-based avidin-biotin complex, rabbit anti human VPAC2 as primary antibody (Abcam, ab28624, 1:1000) and 3,3’-diaminobenzidine as substrate.

Immunofluorescence microscopy for MHC class I and β2microglobulin were performed using the monoclonal mouse anti-human MHC class Ia antibody (DAKO, W6/32, 1:50) and monoclonal mouse anti-human β2microglobulin antibody (BD pharmigen, TÜ99, 1:100) following previously published methods.
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MHC class II immunohistochemistry was executed using the avidin and biotin based method and the (monoclonal) mouse anti-human MHC class II antibody (DAKO, CR3/43, 1:50). Double immunofluorescence microscopy for CD68/MHC class II was performed using the TSA method for CD68 and a mouse anti-human CD68 as primary antibody (DAKO, EBM11, 1:2000), followed by indirect immunofluorescence for MHC class II.

**Quantitative immunohistomorphometry**

Images of immunostained HF sections were taken at an original magnification of 200x with a Keyence-Biozero 8100 and 9000 microscopes (Keyence Corporation, Osaka, Japan). VPACs, MHC class I and β2microglobulin IR were analysed within defined reference areas (Figs 4a and 5j) using Image J (Wayne Rasband, NIH). In the HF mesenchyme, MHC class II+ cells, and MHC class II+CD68+ cells were counted exclusively in the peribulbar CTS (Fig. 5o).

**Quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR)**

In order to detect the mRNA expression of VPAC1, VPAC2 and VIP in the HF epithelium, RT-qPCR experiments were performed on dispase treated microdissected HFs obtained from 3 different "clinically" healthy donors after written patient consent and ethics committee approval (University of Luebeck, n. 06-109, 18-07-06 and University of Muenster, n. 2014-041-b-N, 22-01-14), on a Stratagene Mx3005P QPCR System (Agilent Technologies) using the 5' nuclease assay. RNA was isolated using TRIzol (LifeTechnologies) and 1 μg was reverse-transcribed into cDNA (Life Technologies). PCR amplification was performed by using the TaqMan technology (assay IDs: Hs00270351_m1 for human VPAC1, Hs00173643_m1 for human VPAC2, and Hs00175021_m1 for human VIP) (Applied Biosystems). As internal control, transcript of β-actin (ACTB) was determined (assay ID: Hs99999903_m1). The amount of the transcripts was normalized to those of the housekeeping gene using the ∆∆CT method.
Results

VIP is present only in perifollicular nerve fibres, but not in the epithelium of human scalp HFs

Initially, we reinvestigated whether human scalp skin HFs express VIP at the gene and protein level. RT-qPCR analysis revealed that VIP transcript was almost undetectable in mRNA extracted from microdissected human HF epithelium (Fig. 1). Moreover, the very low level of VIP transcripts detected (Fig. 1) did not correspond to the presence of intrafollicular VIP IR, which was clearly restricted to perifollicular nerve fibres (Fig. 2a-f). This suggests that the minimal transcriptional activity for VIP is associated with Merkel cells, which are richly distributed throughout the ORS of human scalp HFs\(^{29,30}\) and are capable to synthesize VIP\(^{21,31,32}\).

VIP receptors (VPAC1 and VPAC2) are expressed by the HF epithelium

In contrast, VPAC1 is transcribed in the epithelium of human scalp anagen VI HFs (Fig. 1). In line with previous published results obtained by using \textit{in situ} hybridization technique in human skin,\(^{33,34}\) we confirm that also VPAC2 mRNA is expressed in the epithelium of human scalp anagen VI HFs, with substantial interindividual expression differences (data not shown). Human skin paraffin sections stained for VPACs revealed that VPAC1 and VPAC2 are also strongly expressed on the protein level (Fig. 3a-k), most prominently in the epithelium of the anagen hair bulb (Fig. 3e,j). While VPAC1 IR in the bulge and lower ORS was relatively faint (Fig. 3c,d), VPAC2 IR was strong in basal layer ORS keratinocytes in the bulge (Fig. 3h), yet almost absent in the lower ORS (Fig. 3i). This may correspond to the peculiarly restricted VIP receptor-like IR that we had previously observed in the bulge region of murine HFs, but only during anagen V.\(^{35}\) In the HF CTS, few immune cells were also positive for VPAC1 and/or VPAC2 (Fig. 3e,h-j). Moreover, cell morphology suggests that these represent immunocytes such as mast cells, macrophages and T-cells, in line with previous reports in the neuroimmunology literature\(^{10,13,17,36,37}\), and probably endothelial cells.\(^{38}\)
VPAC1 and VPAC2 but not VIP protein expression is abnormal in lesional HFs from AA patients

Next, we assessed whether VIP and VPACs expression is abnormal in AA patients. As shown in Fig. 4a-f, both VPAC1 and VPAC2 protein expression was significantly down-regulated in the anagen hair bulbs of lesional HFs from AA patients compared to scalp HFs from healthy controls. While we do not know whether this is a constitutive defect or secondary to AA-associated inflammation, this finding suggests that lesional scalp HFs are less responsive to VIP stimulation in AA. In contrast, we did not find any major differences in VIP$^+$ nerve fibres density expression around anagen hair bulbs in AA lesional skin compared to the skin of healthy controls (Fig. 4g-j).

VIP protects from INF$\gamma$-induced HF-IP collapse

These observations encouraged us to study, next, functionally in microdissected, organ-cultured human anagen VI HFs whether and how VIP impacts on experimentally induced HF-IP collapse by IFN$\gamma$ treatment.$^4,6,7,25$ First, HFs were treated with VIP ($10^{-7}, 10^{-9}, 10^{-12}$ M) before IFN$\gamma$ administration ("protection assay" [PrA]); subsequently, key IP markers$^3$ were assessed by quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry as previously described.$^6,7$

This showed that VIP significantly inhibited and essentially prevented the IFN$\gamma$-induced ectopic and excessive up-regulation of MHC class I protein in the bulb HM, proximal ORS and CTS, when VIP was administered before IFN$\gamma$ ("PrA" design); however, this was only seen with one VIP concentration (VIP10$^{-9}$ M) (Fig. 5a-d).

In contrast, VIP was not able to suppress the IFN$\gamma$-stimulated overexpression of $\beta_2$-microglobulin protein, which is important for MHC class I conformation, stability, and function$^{39-41}$ (Fig. 5e) and is normally absent or very low in the anagen hair bulb epithelium.$^3,5,6$

In addition, prophylactic VIP administration ($10^{-9}$ and $10^{-12}$ M) also significantly prevented the IFN$\gamma$-induced up-regulation of MHC class II expression in the CTS (Fig. 5f-i) but not in ORS and HM (Supplementary Figs S1a and S2a-c).
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VIP does not fully restore an already collapsed HF-IP

We then tested whether administering VIP after the induction of HF-IP collapse was capable of restoring it ("restoration assay" [ReA]). This revealed that VIP failed to re-establish the low expression level of MHC class I (Fig. 5j-m) and β2-microglobulin (Fig. 5n) that is characteristic for an intact HF-IP. Importantly, however, VIP significantly down-regulated MHC class II protein expression in the CTS (Fig. 5o-r) and thus partially restored the MHC class II-dependent component of HF-IP. Yet, no effect of VIP was seen on the IFNγ-induced MHC class II overexpression in the ORS and HM epithelium in the “ReA” design (Supplementary Figs S1b and S2d-f).

That IFNγ-induced MHC class II expression was down-regulated by VIP only in the HF mesenchyme raised the question how VIP affected perifollicular macrophages given that most MHC class II+ cells in the CTS are macrophages. We expected these CD68+ CTS cells to be most affected by the administration of VIP after IFNγ-induced HF-IP collapse, however, this was not the case (Supplementary Figs S2a-f and S3a-d). IFNγ up-regulates MHC class II expression also on other cells of the CTS distinct from macrophages and the treatment with VIP tended to counteract this phenomenon (Supplementary Figs S2a-f and S3c,d). The most likely candidates are mast cells and dermal endothelial cells, since both cell populations have been reported to posses VPACs and express MHC class II upon certain activation, in particular after IFNγ stimulation.

As an attempt to search for evidence of VIP failure to restore MHC class I expression in the bulb and MHC class II expression in the HF epithelium, we have checked if VPACs expression is down-regulated in microdissected HFs after INFγ treatment. Surprisingly, we have found that VPACs expression in the HF proximal ORS of INFγ treated HFs did not change compared vehicle HFs (Supplementary Fig. 4a-f).
Discussion

Here, we provide the first evidence that VIP receptors (VPAC1, VPAC2) are expressed in the epithelium of human healthy HFs at the gene and protein level (Figs 1-3) and that VPAC protein expression is significantly down-regulated in lesional HFs of AA patients (Fig. 4a-f), suggesting defects in VIP receptor-mediated signalling. Most importantly, VIP is capable of awarding relative protection from the induction of HF-IP collapse by IFN-γ, the major pathogenesis-driving cytokine in AA, but cannot fully restore an already collapsed HF-IP.

These pilot data cast new light on the potential role of this major immunoinhibitory neuropeptide in human HF biology and pathology. Our observations raise the possibility that, under physiological conditions in vivo, VIP receptor-expressing HFs are stimulated by the release of VIP from perifollicular sensory nerve fibres and that helps to maintain HF-IP during anagen stage and to protect it from collapse. This theory is well in line with the concept that VIP is a pleiotropic immunoinhibitory peptide fundamental for immune homeostasis and IP maintenance, namely in the eye. Besides further underscoring the similarities between human eye and HF-IP, conceptually, our study identifies VIP as an important new "HF-IP guardian" neuropeptide, whose immunoprotective effect can overcome even the most important inducer of HF-IP collapse, IFN-γ (Fig. 5a-r). Thus, while not being as effective as α-MSH in its "HF-IP guardian" properties, which can also restore a collapsed HF-IP, VIP is able to prevent the IFN-γ-induced HF-IP collapse, which most likely mimics a critical early event in AA pathobiology.

Interestingly, VIP treatment is not only effective on restoring the HF-IP collapse in the epithelium (MHC class I down-regulation) but exerts a protective role also on the HF CTS (Fig. 5). This may be explained by the fact that the binding of VIP to its receptors, in particular VPAC1, is known to exert an immunoinhibitory effect on immune cells, namely by decreasing the release of pro-inflammatory cytokines and increasing the release of immunoinhibitory mediators. As a consequence, the pro-inflammatory environment caused by INFγ treatment may be attenuated by the release of immunoinhibitory cytokines from immune cells localized in the CTS. Moreover, in the restoration assay, VIP treatment may downregulate the INFγ-induced upregulation of MHCII on endothelial cells. In addition,
the restoring of the HF-IP in the anagen hair bulb after VIP treatment re-establishes the release of immunosuppressive “IP guardians” (e.g. TGFβ1, IL-10, TGFβ2)6,27 by the HF epithelium. This may further decrease CTS inflammation.

Importantly, our data suggest that AA patients display normal VIP IR (Fig. 4g-j) but a decreased intrafollicular VIP receptor expression (Fig. 4a-f), which may be even further decreased in patients characterized by late AA. Interestingly, AA patients have increased expression of neutral endopeptidase,47 a key VIP-degrading enzyme.48 If additional analyses confirm the hypothesis that AA is associated with relative insensitivity to VIP stimulation due to reduced VPACs expression, irrespective of whether this is primary (constitutive) or secondary (inflammation-induced) phenomenon, this will render VPAC-mediated signalling an even more promising therapeutic target for future AA management. Indeed, decreased VPAC1/2 expression was previously described also in other autoimmune diseases,36 suggesting that defects in VIP receptor/signalling system may be a predisposing factor for the development of autoimmune conditions. This renders it even more pertinent to dissect in future studies whether the decreased VPACs expression in lesional AA HFs detected here plays a functionally important role in the primary pathobiology of AA or reflects only a secondary event triggered by perifollicular inflammation. However, the fact that INFγ treatment alone did not cause reduction of VPACs expression in the HF proximal ORS, suggests that the down-regulation of VPAC1/2 in AA HFs is most probably a secondary phenomenon associated with the development of AA.

In any case, our pilot study strongly supports that VIP and more stable VPACs agonists10,12 deserve to be fully explored as adjunct candidate therapeutics in the future management of AA. Although VIP and its analogues may not be used to cure an already fully developed-AA (at least alone), they can be used as protectors of AA development. Specifically, VIP and its analogues may reduce the progression and spreading of alopecic foci in AA and might assist in the HF’s attempt to reconstruct its collapsed IP, which is felt to be a fundamental prerequisite of spontaneous AA remission.1,2 Despite the fact that we have showed a relative down-regulation of VPAC1/2 in AA patients, the use of VIP as a treatment is still relevant because AA hair bulbs have still the ability to respond to exogenous VIP. Moreover, it was recently described that VPAC1 expression is up-regulated by VIP itself.49 Therefore, it is expected that
treatment with VIP analogues would have the similar positive feedback effect. However, a combination therapy, which aims first to up-regulate the expression of VPAC1/2 on the cell surface and then subsequently activates these receptors with appropriate agonists may be the most promising therapeutic approach.

In summary, our study identifies VIP as a promising candidate “HF-IP guardian” neuropeptide that deserves systematic clinical exploration in future AA management, namely for preventing the progression of established AA lesions.
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Figure legends

Fig. 1 VIP and VIP receptors (VPAC1, VPAC2) are transcribed in human HFs. qRT-PCR analysis of dispase treated microdissected anagen VI HFs revealed that VIP, VPAC1 and VPAC2 transcripts are detected in the HF epithelium, with substantial interindividual expression differences. Of note, VIP transcript was not detected in one well out of three wells analysed (measurements) in two individuals, while VPAC2 transcript was not detected in one well out of three wells analysed (measurements) in one individual. N=18 HFs/individual, 3 repeated measurements were performed for each individual, 3 individuals analysed for each transcript analysed; mean ± SEM.

Fig. 2 VIP protein is expressed in perifollicular nerve fibers.

Representative images of VIP immufluorescence in human skin (a-c). VIP⁺ nerve fibers are localized around healthy control hair bulb (a,b). As internal positive control, nerve fibers around sweat glands revealed VIP IR (c) as previously shown. Representative images showing nerve fibers (detected by Pgp9.5) (d) positive for VIP (e) around sweat gland and HF in human healthy skin, confirming that the VIP⁺ IR in panels a and b represents VIP⁺ nerve fibers (f). Arrows indicate Pgp9.5⁺VIP⁺ nerve fibers, arrowheads indicate Pgp9.5⁺VIP⁻ nerve fibers. Original magnification: 200x. Dermal papilla (DP), hair matrix (HM), sebaceous gland (SBG), sweat gland (SG).
Fig. 3 VIP receptor (VPAC1, VPAC2) proteins are differentially expressed in human HFs.

Representative picture of the positive control, the gastrointestinal tract tissue, showing neuroendocrine cells positive for VPAC1 (a). As internal positive control, also the epidermis reveals VPAC1 IR (b). VPAC1 is only slightly expressed by the bulge (c) and lower (d) HF ORS while it is strongly detected in the HF bulb (e). In panel e, a higher magnification image showing VPAC1+ cells in the HF CTS (e). Representative image of the positive control, the gastrointestinal tract tissue, showing neuroendocrine cells positive for VPAC2 (f). As internal positive control, also the epidermis reveals VPAC2 IR (g). VPAC2 is strongly expressed by the bulge basal layer keratinocytes (h) but almost absent in the lower HF ORS (i). Intensive VPAC2 IR is detected also in the bulb of anagen HF (j) and in the secondary hair germ and ORS of a catagen HF (k). Original magnification: 200x. Arrows indicate positive cells in the control tissue and in the HF CTS. Arrector pili muscle (APM), dermal papilla (DP), epidermis (E), hair follicle (HF), hair matrix (HM), connective tissue sheath (CTS), inner root sheath (IRS), outer root sheath (ORS).

Fig. 4 Lesional AA HFs show a reduced expression of VPAC1 and VPAC2, but not of VIP, compared to healthy HFs.

Representative immunohistology images showing that VPAC1 immunoreactivity is down-regulated in a lesional AA hair bulb (b) when compared to a healthy control hair bulb (a). In accordance, VPAC2 is also reduced in a AA lesional hair bulb (e) when compared to a healthy control hair bulb (d). Original magnification: 200x. Quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry confirmed these observations (c,f). VPAC1 and VPAC2 immunoreactivity were evaluated in the proximal ORS, as indicated in the pictures (a,d). Analysis deriving from 16 HFs of 7 healthy donors and 7 HFs of 5 AA patients characterized by acute or subacute disease phase, mean ± SEM, Student’s t-test, **p<0.01. Representative immunohistology images showing that nerve fibers (Pgp 9.5 labelled) negative and positive for VIP around anagen hair bulbs in biopsies from healthy controls (g,h) and from lesional skin from AA patients in acute (i) and chronic (j) stages of the disease. Please note that as reported before (52), the Pgp 9.5 immunoreactivity in the hair matrix above the dermal papilla are not nerves but positive cells. Original magnification: 100x.
Arrows indicate VIP+ nerve fibers. Dermal papilla (DP), hair matrix (HM), inner root sheath (IRS), outer root sheath (ORS), sweat glands (SG).

Fig. 5 VIP prevents, but does not fully restore HF-IP collapse induced by IFNγ.

Indirect immunofluorescence for MHC class I (a-c) and corresponding quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry (d) in HF's of the “protection assay” design (“PrA”). Quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry of β2-microglobulin IR in HF's of the "PrA" design (e). Immunohistochemistry for MHC class II (f-h) and corresponding quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry (i) in HF's of the "PrA" design. Indirect immunofluorescence for MHC class I (j-m) and corresponding quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry (n) in HF's of the “restoration assay” design (“ReA”). Quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry of β2-microglobulin IR in HF's of the "ReA" design (o). Immunohistochemistry for MHC class II (p-r) and corresponding quantitative (immuno-)histomorphometry (s) in HF's of the "ReA" design.

Original magnification: 200x. MHC class I and β2-microglobulin IR were evaluated in the HM, proximal ORS and CTS using Image J while MHC class II+ cells were counted in the HF bulb CTS. Analysis deriving from N=12-30 HF's from 3 different patients, mean ± SEM, Student's t-test, ***p<0.001, **p<0.01, *p<0.05. Dermal papilla (DP), hair matrix (HM), connective tissue sheath (CTS), outer root sheath (ORS).